
Add the word prejudice to these sentences.

 
When did this                       begin? 

 
It is unacceptable to have                     against 

people because they are different. 

Do not allow                        to affect your life. 

                        is wrong. 

Trace the word prejudice. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word prejudice. 

 
 
 

Write a synonnym and a antonym for the 
word prejudice. 

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

Write your own question containing the word prejudice.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word prejudice. 
 

 predgudiss               predewdis                   prejerdice

Write the syllables of the word 
prejudice inside the hands.

Which letter from the word prejudice 
is missing below?

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: prejudice 1

Complete the word prejudice.

 prejudice    pre       ice          u              judice  pr         ce

Which word class does the 
word prejudice belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

pe

ei

ru

dj



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: privilege 2

Add the word privilege to these sentences. 
 

"What a huge                     !" said Graham.

 
It was my                      to attend the 

awards ceremony.

 
Do you know what a                    this  

is for me? 

The                         is all mine.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word privilege. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
privilege inside the hands.

Which letter from the word  
privilege is missing below?

Which word class does the 
word privilege belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

l gvp

e ie r

Trace the word privilege. 
 

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word privilege?

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

Write your own exclamation containing the word privilege. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word privilege. 
 

  privalige              priverlidge                priverlige

Complete the word privilege.

 privilege   pri        ege p        i      e  priv                   lege 



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: profession 3

Add the word profession to these sentences.

    
    The vet spoke to students interested in the  
                                          . 

 
I do not know which                      to choose.

 
My mum is a member of the medical              . 

What is your                     ? 

Trace the word profession. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word profession. 

 
 
 

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word profession.

 
 
 

Write your own sentence containing the word profession.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word profession.

   proffesion              proffession             prefession

Write the syllables of the word 
profession inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
profession is missing below?

Complete the word profession.

profession   profes        p        s      n           sion pr         ion

Which word class does the 
word profession belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

rsp

n fs

o

e

i



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: programme 4

Add the word programme to these sentences. 
 
 

Which                    shall we watch tonight?  
 

We learned how to                   the robot.

 
What an amazing                    about bees!

 
Turn this                    off immediately.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word programme. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
programme inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
programme is missing below?

Which word classes does the 
word programme belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

r mrp

g ae

Trace the word programme. 
 

Write your own question containing the word programme as a noun. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word programme. 
 

  program                    proggrame                programm

Complete the word programme.

 programme           gramme  p     r         pro           pr          me 

Write the verb programme in as many 
different tenses as you can. 

 
 
 

m



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: pronunciation 5

Add the word pronunciation to  
these sentences. 

 
I'm afraid my                      is not good. 

How is my                     in French? 
 

Freya would like to improve her 
spanish                   .  

 
Please correct my                     .

Trace the word pronunciation. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word pronunciation. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word pronunciation belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word pronunciation. 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word 
pronunciation.

  pronounseation              pronounceation pronunsiasion

Write the syllables of the word 
pronunciation inside the hands.

Which letter from the word  
pronunciation is missing below?

Complete the word pronunciation.

  pronunciation

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

  pronun                         cia                      ation   pro            ion

np

no

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word pronounciation?

 
 
  

t

r

a

u

i

c

o

i


